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About This Game

Casual colorful physical puzzle with sweets and explosions.
The goal of the player is to keep the cookies on the chocolate bar for some time to pass the level.

In Chocolate makes you happy 2:
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Jumpers
- Teleports

- Cool Soundtrack
- Sweets

- Colorful art
- Achievements
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chocolate makes you happy 2

very good and relaxing game, achievements work, small price, so all in one 10\/10
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Monday night patch notes 1.1.2:
In a new version, we expanded office capabilities and integrated Steam Overlay.

Specifically, you can have a certain room in your office that affects work efficiency as well as manage your team’s stamina
level.

Besides that, we want to introduce an indication of some methodologies. Now you are able to track whether your methodology
choice is relevant to the current work in progress.

From now on Non-stop refactoring and Test Driven Development have their own indication. We plan to continue this
expansion.

Included bugfixes:

 Employees have a normal level of happiness entering the company

 The exchange got more optimized.

 Small not profitable projects won’t come to your inbox

 Back button on creation steps added

Thanks every reviewer who leaves feedback on the game, it's really leading us to a better product.
Black Deck Crew
. Soundtrack release 1.3.0:

Go to IT soundtracks are now integrated in the game!. Fresh Patch Release Notes 18.11:
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We just released a fresh patch with the first reports and suggestions from the community included!

What's in it:

 Reward of your own projects are now showing correct numbers.

 Employees now go to vacations and can be fired (bug fixed thanks to testers!)

 If you got NaN money by accepting a buggy project - you should now have your money back to normal. We're
still in progress of fixing those NaN projects, but in a day or two I think it'll be away forever.

 Spacebar pauses/unpauses the game.

 Office logic improved.

The next patch is passing its tests now to be released soon!

Stay tuned!. Fresh Patch Notes 1.0.9:
A fresh new patch just has been uploaded!

It’s mostly bug fixing:

1. Offers and resumes are getting deleted from your inbox in case of rejection
2. Character and project name’s fields fixed (you can now type in those fields)
3. Own project’s bugfix iteration works properly now. You can finish your projects using “Release button” in Project
manage window.
4. Localization settings stopped getting refreshed with every new save.
5. Paying debt to employee fixed
6. The reward of own project’s displays correct numbers.
7. Workers properly go on vacations and leave the company.

Besides bugs, there are some other updates:

1. Captions on some windows that require explanation what they’re for.
2. Keyboard shortcuts are represented in settings
3. Small suggestions in starting your own project

Thanks to everyone who wrote a review and in the discussion, we’ll keep fixing all the reported bugs and work on new
features!

More updates to come!
Black Deck Crew
. Christmas gift:
Ho ho ho! Black Deck Crew launches Christmas sale! Get Go to IT with 25% discount at Steam store! Explore
management - and maybe there would be no broken deadlines next year.
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